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Photoabsorbance of supported metal clusters:
ab initio density matrix and model studies of large
Ag clusters on Si surfaces

Tijo Vazhappilly,a Dmitri S. Kilin b and David A. Micha *c

Metal clusters with 10 to 100 atoms supported by a solid surface show electronic structure typical of

molecules and require ab initio treatments starting from their atomic structure, and they also can display

collective electronic phenomena similar to plasmons in metal solids. We have employed ab initio

electronic structure results from two different density functionals (PBE and the hybrid HSE06) and a

reduced density matrix treatment of the dissipative photodynamics to calculate light absorbance by the

large Ag clusters AgN, N = 33, 37(open shell) and N = 32, 34 (closed shell), adsorbed at the Si(111)

surface of a slab, and forming nanostructured surfaces. Results on light absorption are quite different for

the two functionals, and are presented here for light absorbances using orbitals and energies from the

hybrid functional giving correct energy band gaps. Absorption of Ag clusters on Si increases light

absorbance versus photon energy by large percentages, with peak increases found in regions of photon

energies corresponding to localized plasmons. The present metal clusters are large enough to allow for

modelling with continuum dielectric treatments of their medium. A mesoscopic Drude–Lorentz model is

presented in a version suitable for the present structures, and provides an interpretation of our results.

The calculated range of plasmon energies overlaps with the range of solar photon energies, making the

present structures and properties relevant to applications to solar photoabsorption and photocatalysis.

1 Introduction

Metal clusters adsorbed on solid surfaces display size-dependent
optical properties relevant to photovoltaics and to photocatalysis.
The optical properties of metal clusters adsorbed on semicon-
ductor surfaces affect conductivity in photovoltaic materials.
Metal clusters adsorbed on oxides have catalytical properties
important in the production of synthetic fuels. Metal clusters
with 10 to 100 atoms supported by a solid surface show electronic
structure typical of molecules and require ab initio treatments
starting from their atomic structure. As the number of metal
atoms grows, optical properties display single electron–hole
excitations as well as collective (plasmon-like) excitations. Large
clusters allow for modelling of their optical properties with a
mesoscopic treatment.

Metal clusters have been the subject of numerous publica-
tions relating to their structure and optical properties, for

clusters in vacuum, in solid matrices, under solvation, and at
surfaces. Some are cited in several reviews,1–21 which provide
only a partial view of the vast literature. Clusters of the noble-
metal atoms Cu, Ag, and Au, have been studied as good
candidates for improving light absorption of semiconductor
surfaces such as Si(111). With Cu possibly mobile on the
surface, and Au expensive for photovoltaic devices, we have
chosen to focus on clusters of Ag. Here we restrict our pre-
sentation to methods and results for optical properties of
systems containing a large number (over 30) of Ag metal atoms
adsorbed on a Si semiconductor surface. In our previous
research work, we have modelled the structures and optical
properties of small silver clusters adsorbed on Si and TiO2

crystal surfaces, and have compared photovoltage, light absor-
bance, and photoconductivity results from our theoretical
treatments with available experimental results.22–26 Our model-
ling combines ab initio electronic structure from an accurate
density functional (DFT) with time-propagation of a reduced
density matrix (RDM) to treat the dissipative electron dynamics
of the adsorbed clusters in their surface environments.27,28 The
present work and several of our recent ones relate to Ag clusters
adsorbed on Si surfaces and were done with our DFT/RDM
procedure.23,29 Alternative treatments have used time-
dependent DFT (or TD-DFT) to generate light absorption in
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related compounds.30 The DFT/RDM procedure we have been
using has allowed us to explore the accuracy of different
functionals, including comparisons of popular functionals with
accurate but more computationally demanding hybrid func-
tionals, because our DFT/RDM calculations are less time-
consuming than TD-DFT ones. This has allowed us to generate
results with more reliable energy band gaps. Our previous small
structures, with fewer than 10 metal atoms, show properties
typical of molecules under photoexcitation, as displayed in their
electronic density of states (EDOS) and shapes of light absorp-
tion lines. Details can be understood in terms of electron–hole
excitations and can be extracted from many-atom descriptions.

The present work deals with larger adsorbed clusters, Ag32, Ag33,
Ag34, and Ag37, derived from a structure with 55 Ag metal atoms and
cut-off as a half-sphere to sit on the semiconductor surface of
Si(111). They have been chosen to display both electronic open- and
closed-shell structures. With over 30 atoms, these structures are
expected to show both single electron–hole excitations and also
collective (and coherent) electron–hole excitations typical of plas-
mons in metals, but here with special properties shaped by their
local surface environments. Experimental realizations of some of
our Ag clusters have been achieved, but in our case we have in
addition optimized the cluster atomic structures, to account for
their changed shape as they are adsorbed on the Si(111) surface.31 It
is of interest to compare ab initio and simple continuum treatments
to extract physical insight from the large amount of data obtained in
calculations, and this is done in the last section.

The same methodology combining ab initio DFT and a RDM
treatment has been previously used in calculations involving a
large number of Au atoms, in a model of photocurrents through
a photoelectrode with a Si slab between Au electrodes, with the
Au/Si interface calculations showing different patterns of inter-
facial charge transfer in ground and exited electronic states.32

The methodology described here has also been applied to
studies of optical properties of spherical ionized clusters like
Agm

55 with m = +1 to +5. which are stable in environments with
organic compounds.33 This can be done for adsorbed semi-
spherical clusters at the interface with Si(111), with positive
charges as may be formed during photo-induced electron
transfer at an interface with a solvent environment. Here
however we restrict our treatment to overall neutral systems.

Similar treatments have been applied to calculate optical
properties of noble metals like Ag and Cu adsorbed on a TiO2

surface.21,25,26,34 A recent publication on Ag5/TiO2 has pre-
sented detailed experimental and theoretical results showing
the appearance of polarons and how they can be explained
considering the ionic nature of the underlying solid TiO2.35

Calculations in similar small clusters adsorbed on the Si(111)
surface are however not expected to display polaron peaks,
insofar the substrate here is a covalent semiconductor. The
present paper focuses on adsorbates at the surface of Si(111)
and does not involve a TiO2 surface, which is important in
photocatalytic studies but is beyond our intended coverage.
Some additional recent related reviews are found in ref. 36–38.

Starting with the atomic compositions of our systems, the combi-
nation of ab initio electronic structure calculations and a reduced

density matrix (RDM) treatment allow us to calculate light absorbance
by the large Ag clusters AgN, N = 32,33,34, and 37, supported by the
Si(111) surface of a slab and forming a nanostructure. Such theore-
tical treatment has given very good agreement with experimental
measurements of light absorbance and of photovoltages of pure Si
slabs and of slabs with small clusters for N = 1 to 4.29

We have employed density functional theory with a plane
wave basis set39 and have done calculations with the PBE/GGA40

and HSE0641 functionals to generate a basis set of Kohn–Sham
spin–orbitals {|j} (or KSOs) and to construct matrix elements of
the one-electron statistical density matrix and of physical opera-
tors in the system Hamiltonian and in the rate operators that
appear in the treatment of dissipative dynamics.23,28 Compar-
ison of the EDOS and energy band gaps from the two func-
tionals with experimental values in our previous treatment of Si
slabs with varying thickness23 has shown that a hybrid func-
tional like HSE06 is needed for accurate band gap values.

We present here results for light absorbance over a range of
photon energies. The sizes of our systems are such that their
spectra display a mixture of features typical of molecular
spectra (with large peaks for strong absorption) and features
of many-atom collective behavior such as plasmonic light
absorption. The present metal clusters are large enough to
allow for modelling with continuum dielectric treatments of
their medium.42,43 A mesoscopic Drude–Lorentz model is pre-
sented in a version suitable for the present structures, and
provides an interpretation of our results. It can be derived from
a RDM treatment44 along the lines of the Landau treatment of
fermion liquids.45 Here we briefly describe how plasmon exci-
tations can be interpreted in terms of a mesoscopic model.

Previous papers on the subject of Ag clusters adsorbed on Si
surfaces (and several other related semiconductor systems) pub-
lished by some of the present co-authors dealt with small cluster,
while the present submission deals with large clusters with over 30
Ag atoms. This has been done to search for collective electronic
phenomena in the larger clusters. As we describe below, our new
calculations have indeed shown the appearance of plasmonic light
absorption in the region of near IR and visible light, which are very
relevant to applications to photovoltaics. Also, some of our earlier
modeling was based on time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT),30 but in
our more recent theoretical modeling we have used a more
detailed reduced density matrix (RDM) treatment that allows for
effects of a dissipative medium and is very convenient for compu-
tational work.21,23,28,46 Other recent TD-DFT treatments of related
systems can be found in the literature.21,47,48

2 Ab initio and density matrix
treatments for large Ag cluster
adsorbates
2.1 Structure of large Ag cluster adsorbates on Si(111)

Fig. 1 shows a Si slab with a Si (111):H surface and large
adsorbed clusters; the slab contains four layers each with an
array of 6 � 10 Si atoms with surface bonds saturated by H atoms.
Adsorbed Ag32, Ag33, Ag34 and Ag37 clusters were generated as
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truncated Ag55 clusters along different cluster planes compatible with
the substrate Si(111) lattice. Structures were optimized with projector
augmented wave (PAW) potentials and plane wave basis sets.49 DFT
calculations have been performed using the Vienna ab initio simula-
tion package (VASP).39,50 The structures were obtained from
calculations using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) with an exchange–correlation func-
tional. The convergence criteria for the relaxed structures have been
set to 10 meV Å�1 for the residual forces. Due to the larger size of the
super cell, the Brillouin zone is sampled at the Gamma point only.
The slabs were generated by periodically translating a supercell as
shown in panels (a) for Ag32Si240H52, (b) for Ag33Si240H52, (c) for
Ag34Si240H52, and (d) for Ag37Si240H52. The adsorbed structures are
semi-spherical, with the Ag atoms in AgnSi240H52 forming a
dome shape.

Since HSE06 optimizations are expensive, and its results for
ground state structures are similar to the PBE ones, we have
done the following calculations of optical properties with the
HSE06 functional, using however, PBE optimized structures.

3 Ab Initio and density matrix
treatments

The equation of motion (EOM) for the reduced density
matrix (RDM) with KSOs as a basis set, in the Schrödinger
picture, is27,28,46,51,52

drjk
dt
¼ � i

�h

X
l

Fjlrlk � rjlFlk

� �
þ

drjk
dt

� �
diss

Here the matrix elements Fjl are obtained from an effective
Hamiltonian describing active electrons in the physical system
and includes their dipole coupling to an external electric light
field oscillating with frequency OL. The last term is a dissipative
rate due to the interaction of active electrons with electronic
density fluctuations and lattice vibrations in the slab. The time
dependence due to the applied field can be removed from the
EOM making a transformation to a rotating frame, which
introduces the new matrices ~rjk.46,51,53 The dissipative rate
term can be approximated, in the limit of long times compared
with relaxation times of the active electrons, as done in the
Redfield treatment of relaxation,51 introducing state-to-state
transition rates induced by interaction of active electrons with
their medium.

In the rotating wave approximation, the steady state values
~rss

jj for the diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix
including dissipation due to lattice vibrations are obtained
setting the left hand side of the EOM equal to zero, or
d~rjk/dt = 0, and are given (with HO for highest occupied and
LU for lowest unoccupied orbitals) by46

~rssjj ¼ 2� 2Gj
�1
X1
k¼LU

gjk; j � HO

~rssjj ¼ 2Gj
�1
XHO

k¼0
gjk; j � LU

gjk OLð Þ ¼ gjkOjk
2
.

gjk
2 þ Djk OLð Þ2

h i
where Gj = gjj is a population relaxation rate (generally in the
order of 1 ps) and gjk is a transition decoherence rate (in the
range of 27 fs) due to the coupling of electronic states with

medium excitons and lattice vibrations. In detail, gjj ¼ Gj ¼

P
kaj

kjk; gjk ¼
P
l

ðkjl þ klkÞ
.
2þ g0jk; jak; from a state-to-state

transition rate kjk = |Vjk|2J(ojk) fBE(ojk,T). Also, Vjk is a phonon-
induced transition energy, J(ojk) is a vibrational frequency
density, and fBE(ojk,T) is a thermal Bose–Einstein distribution
of phonons. The Rabi frequency due to the coupling of the
electronic transition dipole and external photon field is given

by �hOjk ¼ ~Djk �~EL, and Djk = OL � ojk is the detuning frequency
obtained from the band energies of initial and final orbitals.
Here OL is the frequency of photons with energy h�OL. The factor
-

Djk is the transition dipole moment for the interband transition
from orbital j in the VB to k in the CB, projected on the

direction of the electric field vector ~EL. In general, the electric
field is at an angle with the semiconductor surface, and the
transition dipole has parallel and perpendicular components.
Here we consider the excitations induced by a distribution of

light angles, with
-

Djk interpreted as an average perpendicular to
the surface. Electron-phonon coupling rates can be obtained
from ab initio MD and state-to-state nonadiabatic energy

Fig. 1 (a) The Ag32Si240H52 supercell structure generates a nanostruc-
tured surface by periodically translating the supercell as shown, with the Si
surface perpendicular to a z-axis, along x- and y-directions of the surface
plane, and was optimized using the PBE functional. (b) Ag33Si240H52,
(c) Ag34Si240H52 and (d) Ag37Si240H52 structures were similarly optimized.
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couplings averaged over Nt trajectories for the crystal ions,
giving

Vjk

�� ��2 ¼ �h2

Nt

X
tn

cj

���� @ck

@t

� �����
����
2

 !
n

However in the present treatment the depopulation and
decoherence rates are simply parametrized from our
knowledge of theoretical and experimental values. The electro-

nic density of states (EDOS) is obtained from D eð Þ ¼

P
~kj

w=2pð Þ ðw=2Þ2 þ e� e~kj
� �2	 
�1

; with the width parameter

w = 20 meV.

4 Results for light absorbance and
absorption flux
4.1 Band gaps and adsorbate levels

The KS orbital energies at the band gap region are listed in
Table 1 from PBE and HSE06 calculations. In the case of open
shell Ag cluster adsorbates such as Ag33Si240H52 and
Ag37Si240H52 the valence band maximum (HOMO) is singly
occupied. Results are also shown with the addition of long-
range van der Waals dispersion energies as PBE + D3(BJ), which
gives some improvements compared to HSE06 but too small
band gaps. It is clear from Table 1 that addition of silver
clusters drastically reduces the band gap of the nanostructured
Si slabs from 1.61 eV to about 0.50 eV, according to HSE06
calculations.

The atomic structures of the adsorbates were optimized by
energy minimization using PBE + D3(BJ). This also provided

information on electronic charge transfers between the sub-
strate and adsorbates. The total charge on Agn clusters in Ag32/
Si and Ag34/Si structures are positive, +0.133 e and +0.118 e
respectively, while the total cluster charge in Ag33/Si and Ag37/Si
structures are negative, �0.039 e and �0.116 e respectively.
However, since these calculations are done with plane wave
basis sets (not localized basis sets), the charges on atoms are
only approximate.

Energy band gaps obtained from ELUMO–EHOMO are physi-
cally accurate from HSE06 as compared with known experi-
mental values for pure bulk Si, of 1.17 eV,54 but too small from
PBE calculations. There are no experimental values for the Si
slab we have modelled here, but our previous calculations23 for
varying slab thickness have shown the correct trend of HSE06
energy gaps as thickness grows toward the experimental bulk Si
energy gap value.

4.2 Electronic density of states (EDOS)

Fig. 2 below shows comparisons of EDOSs D(e), where e = h�OL is
a photon energy, from HSE06 calculations. The curves are seen
to have very similar shape for different AgnSi240H52 structures.
Comparison of the total electronic density of states EDOS for
Ag32 and Ag34, two structures with closed shells, with the EDOS
for open-shell Ag33 shows how the unpaired electron in this
cluster gives a new state in the energy band gap. Partial atomic
and (EDOSs) versus orbital energies are also shown in Fig. 3 for
the open-shell structure cluster in Ag33Si240H52, from the PBE
and HSE06 functionals. The curves are seen to have very similar
shape but the HSE results are stretched out from the energy
origin chosen at the doubly occupied EHOMO(2). It clearly shows
how HSE gives a larger band gap, and displays a large change in
the location of states coming from the Ag atoms. Comparing its
DOS with the one for Ag32Si240H52 in Fig. 2 shows where the
additional Ag atom has added electronic states near the band
gap region. A band-gap corrected PBE + BG procedure (not
shown here), consisting of shifting energy levels of PBE above

Table 1 DFT results for energy levels of several adsorbed Agn clusters on
the surface of Si(111)

Method

Energy levels (eV)

HOMO(2) HOMO(1) LUMO
ELUMO–
EHOMO(2)

ELUMO–
EHOMO(1)

Ag55

PBE �2.6663 �2.6344 �2.5460 0.1203 0.0884
HSE06 �2.5870 �2.4914 �2.3348 0.2522 0.1566
Si240H60

PBE 1.0309 2.0180 0.9871
HSE06 0.6552 2.2609 1.6057
Ag33Si240H52
PBE 0.6471 0.7552 0.9966 0.3495 0.2414
PBE + D3(BJ) 0.7292 0.7851 1.1131 0.3839 0.3280
HSE06 0.5590 0.8026 1.1012 0.5422 0.2986
Ag37Si240H52

PBE 0.6377 0.8431 0.9728 0.3351 0.1297
PBE + D3(BJ) 0.7818 0.9759 1.1072 0.3254 0.1313
HSE06 0.5468 0.8488 1.0602 0.5134 0.2114
Ag32Si240H60

PBE 0.7292 1.0447 0.3155
HSE06 0.6978 1.1892 0.4914
Ag34Si240H60

PBE 0.6266 0.9825 0.3559
HSE06 0.5718 1.1195 0.5477

Fig. 2 Comparisons of electronic density of states for the studied Agn-

Si240H52 structures using HSE06 functionals. The energy axes are shifted to
start (zero in the x-axis) with the highest doubly occupied KS orbital, so
that here e = E(KS orbital) � EHOMO(2) for both open and closed shell systems.
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the valence band by the difference between HSE and PBE band
gaps, would give results similar to HSE.23

The rapidly oscillating lines in Fig. 2 and 3 around average
values of the EDOSs result from calculations of individual
energy levels of the structures, using a width of w = 20 meV
for the levels in graphs. They have been shown here to illustrate
how the EDOSs contain features of both small and large
molecular (or cluster) systems. The oscillations would be smal-
ler with larger assumed level widths. Also, the results here have
been shown for the Gamma point of the Brillouin zone of the
reciprocal space for the Si(111) crystal structure. The curves
would be somewhat smoother if averaged over a number of
k-points of the Brillouin zone. However, our experience from
extensive photoconductivity calculations for these slab systems
is that energy bands are flat and k-point averages involve minor
changes in the intensity of light absorption.55

Spin-polarized calculations (not included here) with sepa-
rate electronic densities for up and down spins of open-shell
adsorbates have been done with HSE06 for Ag33Si240H52. They
show a difference in the band gaps calculated for up and down
spins, but they are of the same magnitude as the band gap
without spin polarization. Insofar the following results on light
absorbance are obtained from sums over all states it is expected
that the total values of intensities will be similar for non-
polarized and polarized DOSs. The same arguments apply for
the open-shell cluster in Ag37Si240H52.

Calculations using the HSE06 hybrid functional are more
demanding than those from PBE, which does not require
generation of electron exchange at the Hartree–Fock level of
modelling. In extensive calculations for many cluster structures
it is possible to bypass the hybridization using modified PBE
functionals. A band gap correction procedure has previously
been introduced, called PBE + BG,23 which extracts an energy
shift for the valence band by comparison of HSE06 and PBE

band gap results, and has been found to provide acceptable
EDOSs and light absorbance shapes while being much less
demanding of computing times, but is not further considered
here. Another alternative is the DFT+U procedure which has
been used also for Ag5/TiO2.35

5 Light absorbance and absorption
flux

Photoinduced electronic populations Dnss(e,h�OL) follow from
the energy levels and their populations as given by the diagonal
elements of the RDM, so that

Dnss e; �hOLð Þ ¼
X
j

dðe� ejÞ ~rssjj �hOLð Þ � ~reqjj
h i

The absorbed light flux Fabs(OL) is calculated from linear
response theory using ab initio electronic structure calculations
for an incident flux Finc(h�OL).28 The excitation energies and
transition dipole moments have been obtained from KSOs
generated with both PBE and HSE06 functionals in VASP
calculations, and used in

Fð�hOLÞ ¼ FincðOLÞ
X

j occ; k unocc

fjk ~rssjj � ~rsskk
� �

�hg�hOL

2p �hOL � �hOjk

� �2þ �hg=2ð Þ2
h i

where fjk is a normalized state-to-state oscillator strength
per active electron (with a number N�el of active electrons)
obtained as

fjk ¼
2

N�el

2mejk

3e2�h
Djk

�� ��2
with h�Ojk = DjkL and h�g = 0.01 eV.

Results are shown in Fig. 4 obtained for an incident flux
versus photon energy corresponding to sunlight: black body
radiation rate at T = 5800 K. This peaks around 1.9 eV and
dampens the flux curves at large photon energies. The large
differences in band gaps values between PBE and HSE06 results
have a very large effect on the absorption fluxes and their
relative values without and with Ag cluster adsorbates. Here
we show only the HSE06 results.

The large difference between the absorption flux by Ag55 and
by the adsorbed cluster can be attributed to the extensive
redistribution of electronic charges at the interface of the Ag
clusters with the Si(111) slab surface. Hybridization of Ag and Si
orbitals at the interface lead to local charge transfer and
formation of ground state and excited state molecular orbitals
for the whole system, and to quite different transition dipoles.

6 Evidence for localized plasmons in
the near IR to near UV spectral regions
and a mesoscopic model for plasmons

Table 2 below shows the absolute and relative absorption
values obtained from KSOs generated with the HSE06

Fig. 3 Partial and total electronic density of states (EDOSs) for
Ag33Si240H52 from PBE and HSE06 functionals. Total and Projected Density
of States (PDOS) plots for Ag33Si240H52 use a width of w = 20 meV. The
energy axes are shifted to start (zero in the x-axis) with the highest doubly
occupied KS orbital as discussed earlier. The Ag33 cluster adds new
electronic levels in the band gap region.
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functionals in DFT calculations, in the photon energy interval
[0.5,3.0] eV. Fig. 5 shows the difference in absorption flux
values of Agn/Si(111) structures compared to values for the pure
Si(111) slab. Comparing the absorption profiles for the pure Si
slab and the slab with adsorbates, we find that a large light
absorption increase has occurred between 2 and 3 eVs.

It is possible to provide a qualitative understanding of the
location and shapes of the calculated light absorption curves,
with simple arguments relating to the frequencies of plasmon
absorption as they relate to densities of finite metallic com-
pounds. The plasmon frequency opl for the solid Ag metal has
an energy h�opl = 8.9 � 0.2 eV, and it can be related to the
electronic density per unit volume (in SI units) by opl

2 = nee2/
(e0me). However, in our clusters, we are concerned with sphe-
rical and semi-spherical metal structures, and we know that a
sphere instead obeys the relation opl

2 = nee2/(e03me) for its
electron gas,56 which gives a value of h�o(sp)

pl = 5.14 eV for the
plasmon frequency of a Ag sphere of the same electron density.
In addition, we have two other features affecting the plasmon
frequency: (a) in our adsorbates half a sphere is submerged into
the Si slab, with a much smaller electron density, which gives
an average density about 1

2 smaller and approximately
h�o(ssp)

pl = 3.65 eV; (b) it is known that surface plasmons satisfy
(o(surf)

pl )2 = opl
2/2 and some of the outer layer of our clusters

must account for this decrease. Therefore, we can qualitatively

expect that plasmon absorption peaks for our clusters will appear
below about 3 eV, as it is found in our calculations. The largest
increases in our calculated absorbance in Fig. 5, due to the presence
of the clusters, occur around 2.3 eV, as we expected for our localized
plasmons.

A useful and straightforward treatment of large adsorbed
clusters can be based on the definition of mesoscopic properties
of a sufficiently large collection of Nat atoms in a nanoparticle S
containing the adsorbed cluster plus a localized region of the
slab bonding to the cluster, so that Nat = Ncl + Nbd. Some related
treatments can be found in the recent literature.43,57 That
localized subsystem in the nanostructured surface can be taken
to be spherical-like, with a half-sphere enclosing the cluster and
the other half containing the slab bonding atoms. The optical
properties of this system can be obtained from the dynamics of

mesoscopic properties defined at points
-

R of the localized
system. For an applied oscillating electric field Exðt;OÞ ¼
E0 cosðOtÞ of frequency O, an element of volume located at

-

R

with its mass density per unit volume m(
-

R) and its charge density

per unit volume c(
-

R) is subject to an external electric force
�c.E0cos(Ot), which generates charge density oscillations, or
plasmons, in the x-direction parallel to the slab surface.

A local electronic polarizability operator (the electronic
dipole per unit volume) is given by

~Pelð~RÞ ¼ ce

ð
S
d3r~rdð~r� ~RÞ

for electrons of charge ce at locations -
r. This operator has a

statistical average given in terms of the steady-state RDOp

r̂(ss)(O) of S by ~PðssÞel
~R;O
� �

¼ trS ~Pel
~R
� �

r̂ðssÞðOÞ
h i

; and in parti-

cular for the x-direction by

PðssÞel;x
~R;O
� �

¼ wðssÞel;x
~R;O
� �

E0

which provides the susceptibility wðssÞel;x
~R;O
� �

and the dielectric

Fig. 4 Light absorbance vs. photon energy for the present Agn/Si(111)
structures, pure Si surface and Ag55 using the HSE06 functional. In the
upper panel the Ag55 values are shown, and in the lower panel Agn/Si(111)
structures and pure Si surface absorption values are shown.

Table 2 The absolute and relative absorption values obtained from KSO
generated with the HSE06 functionals

System

Absolute integrated
absorption in the [0.5,3.0] eV
range
from HSE06

Relative integrated
absorption in the
[0.5,3.0] eV range from
HSE06

Si240H60 0.00012 1.00
Ag33Si240H52 0.00311 26.58
Ag37Si240H52 0.00333 28.50
Ag32Si240H52 0.00313 26.72
Ag34Si240H52 0.00332 28.3

Fig. 5 Difference in absorption spectra for pure Si240H60, Ag33Si240H52,
Ag37Si240H52, Ag32Si240H52, and Ag34Si240H52 in the 0.5 to 3.0 eV photon
energy range using the HSE06 functional.
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function eel;x ~R;O
� �

¼ 1þ 4pwðssÞel;x
~R;O
� �

(in the cgs Gaussian

units).
To simplify the following treatment, omitting

-

R and for the
x-direction, the total dielectric function is e(O) = 1 + 4p[wel(O) +
wion(O) + wmed(O)], with the two last terms from the ionic lattice
and medium atoms taken in what follows as constant in the
range of visible and near IR frequencies of interest here. This
gives e(O)1/2 = Z(O) + ik(O), with the real part refraction index Z
and imaginary part as the extinction coefficient k, and a light
absorbance a = 2Ok(O)/(cZ),58 where c is the speed of light here
and the magnetic susceptibility constant has been set to m = 1.
Again, Z can be taken to be a constant.

In the mesoscopic treatment, the electronic polarizability
created by plasmon oscillations of amplitude Xpl(t) (for the

given field polarization) is Ppl;x
~R; t
� �

¼ Nplð~RÞ
.
V

h i
ceXplðtÞ;

with a mass mpl(
-

R) of plasmons driven by the applied electric
field. These oscillations are further subject to a Lorentz restor-
ing force coming from the distribution of ion and electron

charges in the system, written here as –k(
-

R)Xpl, and to a

dissipative Drude friction �Gð~RÞdXpl=dt. Its equation of

motion is, with cpl ~R
� �

¼ Nplð~RÞ
.
V

h i
ce,

mplð~RÞ
d2Xpl

dt2
¼ �cplð~RÞE0 cos Otð Þ � kð~RÞXpl � Gð~RÞdXpl

dt

The restoring force can be rewritten as k = mplopl
2, with opl a

plasmon frequency which can be derived from a capacitor
model56 for an electron fluid giving

opl
2 ¼ 4p

Ne

V

� �
ce
2

me

� �
CSð~RÞ

where CSð~RÞ depends on the structure of the nanoparticle, and
equals unity for the homogeneous electron gas. Furthermore,
the friction rate coefficient can be re-expressed in terms of a
plasmon relaxation time tpl as G = mpl/tpl.

It is convenient to work with complex quantities and take their
real part at the end, with X̃(t) = X̃0exp(iOt) and X(t) = Re[X̃(t)], giving
for plasmons the solution cplE0=mpl

� �
O2 � opl

2 þ iO=tpl
� �

. This

provides the complex polarization per unit volume ~Ppl;x t;Oð Þ ¼

Nplð~RÞ
.
V

h i
ce ~XplðtÞ and the amplitude ~Ppl;0x ¼ ~wplðOÞE0 with the

susceptibility function

~wpl Oð Þ ¼
1

4p
opl

2

O2 � opl
2 þ iO=tpl

For |4pwpl| { 1 and approximating the square root in

e Oð Þ1=2¼ Z Oð Þ þ ik Oð Þ 	 1þ 2p~wplðOÞ; this gives k Oð Þ ¼
2p Im ~wpl Oð Þ

� ��� �� and the plasmon light absorbance per unit

length

apl Oð Þ ¼
1

cZ
opl

2O2

tpl

ðO2 � opl
2Þ2 þ ðO=tplÞ2

which has the profile of a distorted Lorentzian line.

For a nanoparticle S of volume VS with N�el active electrons
per unit volume, it is convenient to introduce a normalized
oscillator strength �apl Oð Þ ¼ mecZaplðOÞ


ð3p2e2�hN�elÞ of dimen-

sions volume over energy.29 This line shape contains the two
parameters opl

2 and tpl, giving the frequency and lifetime of the
plasmon. The two values can be extracted from our calculations
of light absorption of photons with energy h�O, from which we
obtain the plasmon absorption flux Fpl(h�O) = �apl(O) frad(O,T)h�O
where frad(O,T) is the black body radiation distribution per unit
energy and unit volume at T = 5800 K.29

As an example, the difference in �apl(O) between the values
for the adsorbate Ag32/Si and pure Si has been calculated with
two separate HSE06 calculations and their subtraction, and the
result has been fit with the function �apl(O) for h�O = 0.5 to 3.0 eV,
to extract the adsorbate plasmon frequency and lifetime of
opl = 3.9 � 1015 s�1 (h�opl = 2.56 eV) and tpl = 0.5 � 10�15 s =
0.5 fs. These can be compared with the values for the pure
Ag solid at room temperature,59 with plasmon frequency
opl[Ag(s)] = 13.64 � 1015 s�1 = 9.0 eV h��1, electron density
ne = Ne/V = 5.9 � 1022 cm�3, and tpl[Ag(s)] = 3.8 � 10�14 s. As
expected, the plasmon frequency for the adsorbate cluster is
smaller due to its localized nature, and the smaller adsorbate
plasmon lifetime is likely due to the presence of a large number
of vibronic energy levels at the surface, available for the decay
of the adsorbate cluster electronic excitation.

7 Conclusion

This work extends our previous model results, to include here
light absorption of larger Ag clusters adsorbed on Si slabs. Our
treatment gives results for an atomistic treatment of both
adsorbed clusters and their semiconductor substrate, combin-
ing an accurate density functional treatment of electronic
structure and a reduced density matrix formulation of the
dissipative dynamics for the photoexcited clusters.

Ab initio results from atomic structures show that large Ag
cluster adsorbates increase light absorption by large percen-
tages. Calculations with correct band gaps, such as given by the
hybrid functional HSE06, are essential. Our results show that
intensities of light absorbance have features with high peaks
similar to absorption by small molecules, but also broad
features that can be related to collective electronic excitations,
or localized plasmons, for our clusters. The energy band gap for
Si(111) is well known, but there are no experimental measure-
ments of band gaps for the nanostructured Si slabs of the
present work. Our calculations and explanations of plasmonic
behavior in our systems have identified the range of photon
energies relevant to light absorption by plasmon excitation, and
have provided insight on the physical phenomena relating to
localized plasmons in realistic systems.

A mesoscopic model has been described that provides
insight on the location of peaks in the light absorbance and
relates them to plasmon-like excitations for our localized metal
structures. Our mesoscopic treatment introduces novel equa-
tions of motion of electronic densities driven by light, and their
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solutions for adsorbed clusters, to describe the shapes of light
absorption lines. Fitting calculated plasmon shapes it has been
possible to estimate the magnitudes of the adsorbate plasmon
frequency and lifetime in a special case.

The present large plasmon-like excitation increments in
absorbance of light occur in regions of the spectra around
2 eV, and extend over a range which overlaps with the solar
spectra, so that the present results may be significant for
applications of the present nanostructured surfaces to devices
for solar photoconductivity and photocatalysis.

The choice of Ag is not exclusive, and calculations could
have been done for Au or Cu. However, when it comes to
relevance to photovoltaics, there is some evidence that Cu
atoms on Si would diffuse, and Au would be more expensive
in the preparation of materials for photovoltaics. This has led
us and other researchers to focus on Ag clusters when the
substrate is a Si surface.
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